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ABSTRACT:
The present study was conducted to explore the influence of geomorphic features of the area on the mobilization of arsenic in
groundwater. In this study, remote sensing and GIS techniques were used to prepare the geomorphic and slope map of the area.
Different geomorphic features were identified on the basis of spectral signature on the LISS III and Landsat satellite image and field
survey. Groundwater samples were collected from each representative geomorphic feature to inspect the arsenic contamination in the
area. The study area is drained by the Brahmaputra river and its tributaries and contain mainly fluvial geomorphic units especially
older flood plain, palaeochannels, oxbow lakes, channel islands; and hilly areas at some of the places. In this study it was observed
that enrichment of arsenic in groundwater varies along the geomorphic units in following trends Paleochannel> Younger alluvial
plain> Active flood plain> channel island > dissected hills. The above trend shows that a higher concentration of arsenic is found in
the groundwater samples collected from the fluvial landforms as compared to those collected from structural landforms. Brahmaputra
River and its tributaries carry the sediment load from the Himalayan foothills, which get deposited in these features during the lateral
shift of the river’s courses. Arsenic bearing minerals may get transported through river and deposit in the geomorphological features
along with organic matter. The flat terrain of the area as seen from the slope map provides more residence time to water to infiltrate
into the aquifer. The microbial degradation of organic matter generates the reducing environment and facilitates the dissolution of
iron hydroxide thus releasing the adsorbed arsenic into the groundwater.
1. INTRODUCTION
Contamination of drinking water is an environmental challenge
which has affected the livelihood of millions of population.(
Gaus et al.,2003) Arsenic problem is common to several alluvial
plains of South and East Asia as it has been reported in many
fluvio-deltaic tracts of the world like Hanoi City and the upper
end of Red River Delta (Berg et al., 2001), Tarai belt of Nepal
(Gurung et al., 2005), Indus delta of Pakistan (Khan et al.,
2010), delta plains of the Mekong river in Cambodia (Polya et
al., 2005). In India arsenic enrichment in groundwater has been
reported in the Ganga-Brahmaputra river plain (Das et al., 1996)
and a number of studies have been conducted in West Bengal
and Bangladesh related to the arsenic mobilization in
groundwater and its correlation with other affecting parameters
(Mukherjee et al., 2005; McArthur et al., 2001; Nickson et al.,
2000; Chowdhury et al., 1999; Chakraborti et al., 1996).
Continuous exposure to arsenic contaminated groundwater may
cause conjunctivitis, hyper pigmentation, painful skin blisters
on human body even causing gangrene of the limbs, and the
skin cancer.
Regional occurrence of arsenic in West Bengal and Bangladesh
is mostly attributed to the geogenic source which releases the
arsenic in groundwater through natural hydrochemical processes
occurring in the study area (Nickson et al., 2000; Bhattacharya
et al., 1997). There are several hypotheses regarding the
enhanced concentration of arsenic in groundwater but the most
accepted hypothesis is reductive dissolution of iron hydroxide
(FeOOH), which release the adsorbed arsenic in the aquatic
environment (Bhattacharya et al., 2006; McArthur et al., 2004).
However identification of source of arsenic is still a matter of
study, but some researchers have identified the Himalayan rock
as a primary source of arsenic which comes along the river and
get deposited in plain areas (Acharyya and Shah, 2007;
McArthur et al., 2001). The arsenic enriched groundwater is
mainly restricted to the Holocene aquifer at shallow and

intermediate depth (Ahmed et al., 2001; Mukherjee and
Bhattacharya, 2001). Although arsenic has been extensively
studied in West Bengal and Bangladesh but northeastern part of
India is also not immune from arsenic contamination. The
presence of arsenic has been identified in Assam, Tripura,
Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur and Nagaland too (Mukherjee et
al., 2006). Assam is an adjoining state of West Bengal with
similar hydrogeological pattern. Assam is yet to get attention,
though several studies have been done which reported arsenic
contamination in the groundwater of 21 districts out of 24
(Singh, 2004; Sailo and Mahanta, 2013).
Remote sensing provides quick and useful information about
parameters controlling the occurrence and movement of
groundwater like soils, geomorphology, geology, lithology; land
use/cover, lineaments etc. (Mukherjee et al., 2005; Todd, 1980).
Remote sensing and GIS technology has proved to be an
important tool in assessment of geomorphic features.
Geomorphology of an area has a significant influence over
arsenic enrichment in ground water. Ravenscroft et al. (2001)
has shown that the occurrence of arsenic has a close relation to
geomorphological units. In the present study, geomorphic
features were identified in the Bongaigaon and Goalpara
districts of lower Western Assam using satellite images. The
groundwater samples were collected from each geomorphic unit
and were analyzed to understand the groundwater chemistry and
to study the influence of geomorphic features on the
mobilization of arsenic in the groundwater of the area.
2. STUDY AREA
The study area (Bongaigaon and Goalpara districts) lies in the
lower western part of the Assam (Fig.1), and is occupied by
both hills and plains. Both districts are situated in the Foreland
depression between the comparatively younger mountain chains
of the Himalayas in the north and the Block Mountains of
Shillong plateau in the south. The geological formations in the
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area are the Archean gro
oup of rock comprising
c
Biiotiteg
granulites, schists whiich are intrudeed by
Hornblende gneiss,
granite with pegmatites. The area is largely covered with recent
r
ulders
alluvial formaations composeed of sand, grravels, and bou
with occasion
nal clay. The flo
ood plain area (comprises of sand,
silt, clay and pebble
p
depositeed by the river),, piedmont zonee, and
alluvial sedim
ments of the quaaternary age aree a good reserv
voir of
groundwater in
n the area.
The annual rainfall in the staate varies betweeen 160 cm and
d 430
perature varies from
cm from placce to place Thee average temp
4°C to 19°C during
d
winter and
a 26°C to 37
7°C during sum
mmer.
The maximum
m temperature is
i 33°C during
g July and Aug
gust, a
minimum tem
mperature falls up
u to 7°C in th
he month of Jan
nuary.
The Brahmapu
utra flows soutth-westward an
nd then towardss west
in the Brahm
maputra valley
y. The drainaage of the area is
controlled by two different sy
ystems of riverrs. Northerly flo
owing
(
Krisshnai,
river system consisting off tributaries (Dudhnoi,
Jinjiram, Jinarri and Deosila) of the mighty Brahmaputra drains
d
the area towarrds the east. Alll the rivers aree perennial in nature.
n
Manas, Aie, Champa,
C
Gauraang, Tipkai and
d Gangadhar arre the
rivers flowing
g east to west, also having no
orth-south courrse in
the form of lo
ocal meanders. To the west of
o Agia, drainaage is
controlled by Jinrana river, which flows in
n westerly direection
parallel to thee Brahmaputra River. A numb
ber of small strreams
are also preseent originating from marshy land,
l
and joiniing to
large rivers. The
T courses off large rivers and marshy tract
cover the considerable area of the Goaalpara district. Huge
load of sedim
ments derived frrom the Himalaayas are respon
nsible
for the reducttion in the drainage
d
capaacity of the river
leading to freequent flood during
d
the mon
nsoon season.

S
Radaar Topography Mission data downloaded frrom the USGS
afterr correcting the images by rem
moving the smalll imperfectionss
in the data.
y-five groundw
water samples were collected from each
h
Forty
geom
morphic unit ass inferred on tthe satellite im
magery. Garmin
n
GPS was used to map the locaation of each sampling
s
sites..
Grou
undwater samplles were colleccted from tube wells
w
and hand
d
pump
ps of two distriicts (Bongaigaooun and Goalpaara) of Western
n
Assaam. Water sam
mple were colleected in clean polypropylenee
bottles (Tarsons). Bottles werre rinsed 2-3
3 times with
h
grou
undwater to be sampled.
s
Durinng sampling from
m hand pumps,,
first few strokes of water were disccarded to minim
mize the impactt
he iron content of pipes throuugh which wateer was pumped
d
of th
out. Samples colleccted in the bottlle (125 ml) were acidified forr
ons and trace metals
m
analysis and samples co
ollected in 250
0
catio
ml bottle was non acidified
a
and useed for anion an
nalysis.
pH, electrical cond
ductivity (EC), total dissolved
d solids (TDS),,
redox
x potential (Eh
h) were measurred onsite with
h the electrode..
The samples were stored in styrrofoam boxes and then weree
brou
ught to the labo
oratory and keppt at 4°C for further
f
analysiss
(APH
HA, 2005). Saamples were ffiltered with 0.45µ Milliporee
filterr paper using vacuum filtraation unit. Biicarbonate and
d
chlorride were analy
yzed using titrration method, fluoride using
g
fluorride ion selectiv
ve electrode, phhosphate, sulph
hate, nitrate and
d
silicaa were analyseed using specttrophotometer (Perkin Elmerr
Lam
mbda 35) follow
wing APHA. S
Sodium and potassium
p
weree
analy
yzed on Flam
me photometerr (Elico flamee photometer)..
Quallitative analysiss of calcium, m
magnesium, iro
on and arsenicc
was done using Thermo sccientific atom
mic absorption
n
specttrophotometer (AAS). The saturation off minerals in
n
grou
undwater measu
ured through Phhreeqe software (USGS).

4. RE
ESULTS AND D
DISCUSSION
N
4.1. Geomorpholog
G
gy of the area

Figure.1. Stud
dy area (LISS IIII satellite imag
ge)

3.

The Geomorpholog
gical map of thhe study area was
w prepared by
y
identtifying the variious geomorphiic units and theeir componentss
on th
he basis of tonee, texture, shapee, size and arraangement of thee
featu
ures. The study
y area contains mainly fluviall and structurall
geom
morphic featurees. The geomoorphic features of the fluviall
origiin (alluvial plaiin, older flood plain and activ
ve flood plain))
are present
p
in majo
or part of the aarea while of sttructural origin
n
(high
hly, moderately
y and low disseected hill) are at some of thee
placees. The bar graaph of area covvered by differeent geomorphicc
featu
ures (Fig.2) sho
ows that the m
major part of the study area iss
coveered with olderr flood plain. T
The rivers of Assam changee
theirr course perio
odically and thhe remnant of
o rivers form
m
paleo
ochannel, back
kswamp, abanddoned channelss as prominentt
landfform features of
o the older floood plain (Fig.3). Features likee
chan
nnel islands, braaided bars

MATER
RIAL AND ME
ETHODS

ges (2006) with spatial resolutiion 30m of the study
Landsat imag
area were fro
om USGS web
bsite and LISS
S-III (2006) satellite
image with spatial resolution
n 23.5m was obttained from National
ng centre (NRS
SC) and requireed image proceessing
Remote sensin
was done to th
he images. Geom
morphological units were iden
ntified
through visuall interpretation
n on the basis of
o tone, texturee, and
structure of th
he features on
n the multi- daate satellite im
magery
(LISS III/Lan
ndsat), and fieeld work wass done for grround
truthing. Geom
morphic featurees were digitizeed at 1: 50,000 scale
and thematic map
m was generaated by using Arc
A GIS 10 softtware.
The geomorph
hic features hav
ve been identifiied at three lev
vels as
features and su
ub-features. Slo
ope map was prrepared from Sh
huttle

Figu
ure.2. Area coveered by differennt geomorphic features in thee
study
y area
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are formed in the regions which frequently experiences flooding
and comes under the active flood plain of the area. The
Brahamputra basin have the deposition of sediments from the
river and their tributaries, with the visible presence of numerous
palaeochannels, oxbow lakes, and flood plains.

from northern Himalayan foothills. (Fig.4) The flood plain
sediments drained by the rivers originating from the Himalayan
Mountains and Tibetan Plateau are expected to contain arsenic
as these are reported to be the geological origin of arsenic in
South Asia (Das et al., 2008). The sediments and mineralogy of
the basin depend on the type of sediments eroded and
transported by the Brahmaputra river and its tributaries. Local
geology, geomorphology, hydrogeology, geochemistry of
sediments influences the occurrence, origin and mobilization of
arsenic in sedimentary aquifers (Bhattacharya et al., 1997;
Kinniburgh and Smedley, 2001).
Parameters
pH
EC
TDS
Na+
K+
Ca2+
Mg 2+

Max
8.4
405
283.8
30.9
9.1
34.4
17.9

Min
6.8
146
102.6
4.5
1.2
1.2
2.2

HCO3 -

210.8

61

118.5 ± 31.0

FCl -

3
36.8

0.1
7.2

1.1 ± 0.7
15.6 ± 6.5

3.5

0.2

1.1 ± 0.8

16.2

1.1

4.4 ± 3.2

2.4

0.1

0.766 ± 0.5

15.4
20.9
20.3

2.3
0.1
0.5

7.8 ± 3.3
4.3 ± 4.3
3.8 ± 4.3

SO4 2NO3

-

PO4

3-

SiO2
Fe
As (Total)
Figure.3. Geomorphology map of the study area

Mean+Std.dev
7.7 ± 0.4
269.7 ± 64.1
188.8 ± 44.9
13.8 ± 7.3
3.3 ± 1.5
10.6 ± 6.3
7.3 ± 3.6

Table 1. All Concentration in mg/L, except EC (µS/cm), pH and
As (ppb)

4.2. Groundwater Chemistry
The results of the groundwater quality have been tabulated in
the form of maximum, minimum and mean (Table 1). pH of the
groundwater in the study area is slightly acidic to alkaline in
nature and the value ranges between 6.8 to 8.4. The electrical
conductivity is defined as the ability of a substance to conduct
electric current which depends upon dissolution of minerals in
the sampled area. The mean value of electrical conductivity in
the groundwater samples is 269.7 ± 64.1 μmhos/cm, and TDS
value is 188.8 ± 44.9 mg/L which indicates that the water
samples are mineralized. The results of ground water samples
indicate the dominance of cations in the order of
Na+>Ca2+>Mg2+>K+ while in the anions bicarbonate dominates
in the samples followed by chloride, and nitrate HCO3->Cl>NO3->SO424.3. Mobilization of arsenic in groundwater

Out of 45 groundwater samples collected from each geomorphic
unit, 8 samples have concentration higher than WHO
permissible limit of 10 ppb (Fig.5). The arsenic enrichment is
found in the groundwater samples collected from the areas lying
along or near the flowing and dry rivers. The geography of
study area shows that the area is drained by several rivers from
both sides of the Brahmaputra, and arsenic concentration is
found to be higher mainly along the river (Manas, Aie) coming

4.3.1. Variations of Arsenic concentration in different
Geomorphic features.
Enrichment of arsenic in groundwater varies along the
geomorphic units in following trends Paleochannel> Younger
alluvial plain> Active flood plain> channel island > dissected
hills (Table 2). The above trend shows that a higher
concentration of arsenic is found in the groundwater samples
collected from the fluvial landforms as compared to those
collected from structural landforms (Fig.5). The occurrence of
arsenic in alluvial plain is usual (Welch et al., 1988) and its
enrichment is associated with Holocene sediment brought by
rivers originated from Himalayas (Ahamed et al., 2006;
Chakraborti et al., 2002; McArthur et al., 2004).
In the present study, it was found that the groundwater samples
collected from paleochannel geomorphic features have higher
arsenic concentration. Palaeochannels are the remnant
geomorphic unit formed through the lateral shift of the rivers.
Brahmaputra plain is covered by younger alluvial sediments at
most of the places deposited from the sediment load carried by
the river and its tributaries (Sarma and Phukan, 2004). The
Brahmaputra is a braided stream showing the rapid lateral
migration of as much as 800 m/year (Allison, 1998).
The Brahmaputra river originates from the eastern part of the
Mansarovar Lake in the Tibetan Plateau between the Kailash
range and the Himalayan range and flows through China, India
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and Bangladesh. The Brahm
maputra flows th
hrough variouss rock
ding Precambrrian metamorrphic rocks, felsic
types, includ
intrusive, Paleozoic-Mesoz
P
zoic sandstones, shales and
limestones off the Himalay
yan terrain (S
Sarin et al., 1989;
Mukherjee et al., 2009). The northern bank of the river recceives
y
Himalayaas while, south
h bank
sediments deriived from the young
from the ollder Assam plateau (Kun
nte, 1988). Varied
V
hydrodynamicc condition of the river (streeam movemen
nt and
current, sedim
ment load) forms
f
geomorrphic features like
palaeochannells, abandoned channels, oxbow
w lakes.
Geomorphic
features
Older flood pllain
Paleochannel
Active
Flood Plain
Channel island
d
Younger
Alluvial Plain
Mod/Highly
dissected hills

Samplees
(n=45)
13
11

Max.

Min.

M
Mean

10.2
20.9

0.64
1.1

3.4
11
1.7

3

10.43

2.12

6.7

5

10.7

0.88

6.4

2

14.2

1.38

7.79

9.4

0.51

2.8

11

quifer and may
y
conccentration suggeests anoxic conndition of the aq
be asssociated with oxidation of orrganic matter. Bhattacharya
B
ett
al., (2002), Clark and Fritz (11997) have sh
hown that thee
ocene alluvial sediments are rich in organ
nic matter and
d
Holo
creatte very favouraable conditionss for reducing bacteria as thee
aquiffers are mostly reducing in natture (Akai et al.., 2004).

nic concentration
n in different geeomorphic feattures
Table 2.Arsen
ure.5. Arsenic contamination
c
inn the groundwaater samples in
n
Figu
diffeerent geomorphiic units
*(OF
FP- Older Flo
ood Plain; PC
C-Paleochannel;; AFP- Activee
Floo
od Plain; CI- Ch
hanel Island; YA
YAP- Younger Alluvial
A
Plain)
Natu
ure, compositio
on and distribuution of organic matter vary
y
along
g the plain depeending on the ttype of depositiion by the riverr
leadiing to spatio-tem
mporal variabillity of their red
duction process..
Bactterially catalyzzed oxidative bbreakdown of these organicc
matter create the highly anaerobic condition thus facilitating thee
on of iron oxy hhydroxides, thu
us releasing thee
reductive dissolutio
sorbeed arsenic into the groundwatter (Bhattacharrya et al. 1997;;
McA
Arthur et al., 20
001). The Reduuction potential (Eh) values in
n
palaeeochannels aree generally low
w indicating th
he presence off
reducing aquifer in
i the subsurfface (Fig.6). The microbiall
mediiated reductivee dissolution oof Fe-oxyhydro
oxides may bee
respo
onsible for arsenic release inn ground waterr (Islam et al.,,
2004
4
4FeO
OOH + CH 2 O + 7 H 2 CO3 → 4Fe
F 2+ + 8HCO3− + 6H 2 O
(1)

Figure.4. Arssenic contaminaation in the stud
dy area
m
fine graained colloidal sized
Large amountt of organic matter,
particles get deposited
d
due to
t swampy con
ndition in the cutoff
c
channel aband
doned with thee development of large vegeetative
cover (Shankm
man, 1991).
The Himalayaa was subjected to high erosion
n and intense raainfall
during the Holocene
H
time, thus erosiion, oxidation and
transportation of arsenic beaaring products in
i solution wass high
(Gasse et al., 1991). Aquifeers containing Holocene
H
sedim
ments
2
are vulnerablee to arsenic conttamination (MccArthur et al., 2011).
Arsenic may have
h
been depo
osited with oth
her fluvial sedim
ments
derived from
m the Himalay
yas, which has
h
been foun
nd in
association wiith insoluble ph
hases like crysttalline iron oxid
des in
the river solu
ute load (Stum
mmeyer et al., 2002). Presen
nce of
natural and an
nthropogenicallly derived orgaanic matter regu
ulates
the concentrattion of arsenic and
a other trace metals. Low su
ulfate

Figure.6. Eh
E variations in groundwater saamples
b the redox-Arseenic mobilizatiion is mostlyy controlled by
depeendent reactionss in the study area as organicc matter in thee
palaeeochannels dep
posited by the rriver act as the major electron
n
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acceptor. Decrrease in the con
ncentration of nitrate
n
and sulffate in
the groundwatter samples witth an increase in the concentrration
of bicarbonatee (Fig.7) is thee evidence of microbially
m
med
diated
reduction in th
he presence of organic
o
matter (Halim et al., 2009).
2
Low nitrate an
nd sulfate in th
he groundwater can be attributted to
microbially mediated
m
reductiion of organic matter
m
present in
i the
Holocene sediiments. The red
duction of nitratte and sulfate can
c be
summarized ass

4 NO3− + 5CH
C 2 O → 2 N 2 + 5HCO
O 3−

(2)

SO42 − + 2C
CH 2O → 2H
H 2 S + 2HCO
O3−

(3)

Since fluvial geom
morphic units ccontain higher organic matterr
bove processess
and easily undergoes microbial reeduction, the ab
may be responsib
ble for the ennrichment of arsenic
a
in thee
007). Although
h
conccerned aquifer (Enmark and Nordborg, 20
arsen
nic is mobilizzed through rreductive disso
olution of Fe-oxyh
hydroxides but existing data ddoes not show any correlation
n
This may be po
betw
ween iron and arrsenic (Fig.9). T
ossible becausee
iron which is non
n conservatoryy may be invo
olved in otherr
reacttions and preciipitates as sideerite (Welch an
nd Lico, 1998;;
Sailo
o and Mahanta, 2013).

Figure.9.
F
Scatter plot of Arseniic concentration
n versus Iron

ncentration of Sulphate
S
and Nitrate
N
Figure. 7. Scaatter plot of con
against Bicarb
bonate

The mineral saturaation indices onn the basis of hydrochemicall
data in the groundw
water samples hhave been deterrmined through
h
Phreeqe software (U
USGS) by usingg the following formula
SI = log (IAP/K
Kt)
Wheere, IAP = Ion activity
a
product of the dissociaated mineral.
Kt = equilibrium so
olubility constannt.
SI < 0 indicates und
dersaturation, aand >1 reflects supersaturation
n
h respect to parrticular mineral..
of grroundwater with
The results of minerral saturation shhow the high deegree of under-saturration of halite and CO2 (g) in groundwater while siderite,,
dolom
mite, calcite, an
nd quartz show
ws a good degreee of saturation
n
in grroundwater sam
mples collected ((Fig.10).

Figure.8. Slope in the sttudy area
Slope map (Fiig.8) shows thaat the slope of th
he study area ranges
r
between 0 to 53.9°. The area is mostly occupied
o
by alluvial
plain where sllope is very lesss varying betw
ween 0 to 8.2°, while
in hilly area which
w
lies at bo
oth the bank off Brahmaputra river,
slope varies frrom low (8.2° – 12.9°), moderaate (17.5° - 22.4°) to
very steep (27
7.9° – 53.9°). Slope
S
has an influence over su
urface
runoff and infiltration an
nd determiness the ground
dwater
availability an
nd quality in an
n area. Flat terrrain of the areaa with
very less slop
pe provide the surface water in
i these geomo
orphic
features enoug
gh time to inffiltrate deep in
nto the aquifer,, thus
providing the pathway for the
t contaminan
nt to reach intto the
groundwater.

Figu
ure.10. Saturatio
on Indices of grroundwater
Arseenic enriched groundwater
g
iss supersaturated
d with sideritee
and presence of iron reducinng bacteria facilitates thee
preciipitation of iron
n as siderite (Saaunders and Swann, 1992).

Fe 2+ + 2 HCO3− → FeCO3 ( siderite) + 2 H +
Preciipitation of sid
derite will remoove iron relativ
ve to arsenic in
n
grou
undwater (Dow
wling et al., 20002), This pen
nhamena havee
explaained the poor statistical correelation for iron
n and arsenic in
n
grou
undwater.
onclusions
5. Co
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The groundwater collected from geomorphic units were slightly
acidic to alkaline in nature with most of the parameters well
within the permissible limit of WHO except for fluoride, iron
and arsenic. Arsenic concentration was found to be higher in the
samples collected from the fluvial geomorphic features
especially palaeochannels. Geomorphological map prepared
from the satellite images shows that most part of the area is
covered with geomorphic features of fluvial origin formed by
the rivers. River Brahmaputra and their tributaries often change
their course periodically thus creating palaeochannels, oxbow
lakes, channel islands as major geomorphic units. During the
lateral shift of the river, lot of minerals, sediments and organic
matter get deposited into these geomorphic units. Over a period
of time, microbial degradation of these organic matters create
reducing environment which is evident from negative redox
potential in the study area. A low Eh brought on by the
degradation of organic matter may be responsible for the
dissolution of the iron hydroxide present in the sediments
leading to the desorption of any adsorbed arsenic. Slope map
shows the flat terrain of the area with a very less slope which
facilitates the infiltration of the stored water deep into the
aquifer. In the present study, authors found that reductive
dissolution of iron hydroxide is the main source of arsenic
release into the groundwater. The arsenic may have been
present in adsorbed from with the minerals deposited in
sediments carried from the Himalayas. Poor correlation between
arsenic and iron may be due to the precipitation of iron as
siderite.
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